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Remote The Roswell Event 

Target 15A 

A Target/Project tasked by Courtney Brown at Farsight, 2016. 

 

 

 

The enclosed remote Viewing paper sessions were created by Daz Smith during  

Dec 2016 to Jan 2017, before he moved onto whiteboard and recorded the data Live on video.  

The target was worked BLIND and the only prior information the remote viewers had was  

the number: Target15 A and B 

 

The tasking was for the viewers to look at the known as the Roswell Event and to report  

what they found. 

 

 

 

Whatsapp group - https://chat.whatsapp.com/CVVpWa8JfBUHikCxKJvjGw  

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/groups/remoteviewers  

Telegram - https://t.me/joinchat/Nvl6G1Q04YueN3q6i_t7Lg  

Remoteviewed youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCECjkD8Q1Vrj7x6cT-5fy2Q  
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The project taskings.  
These were created by Courtney Brown and given to the remote viewers as FEEDBACK AFTER the project was fully complete. 

 

 

Target #15a:  

The viewer will remote view the event at Corona, New Mexico, commonly referred to as the "Roswell UFO crash" that occurred in July of 

1947. The viewer will perceive all aspects of the event, including the object involved in the event immediately prior to the incident that 

caused the crash (when it was still in good condition), the incident that caused the object to crash, the crash itself, as well as the 

immediate aftermath of the crash. 

 

Target #15b:  

The viewer will remote view the object that crashed in Corona, New Mexico (commonly referred to as the Roswell UFO crash of July 1947) 

at the time when the object was located at its point of departure before leaving to enter the area over New Mexico where it ultimately 

crashed. The purpose of this target is to perceive the object in its pristine condition in the location where it originates prior to departing 

for the trip that resulted in the crash. The viewers should describe the location and its surrounding environment, as well as surrounding 

subjects. 
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